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CommunismQ: Multiple Angular 6 service instances with

same data I'm new to Angular (I came from Knockoutjs) and
I'm at a loss here... I have an Angular service that stores
data I need to pass back to the front-end. This data can
change and be re-created by an event happening in my

back-end. I'm storing the data in Firebase but for now I'm
just calling my front-end from the same index.html file. I

have a firebase ref to an item which I can get with
this.users.child(selectedItem.id).val(). This data is displayed

inside a component. I need to pass this data to another
service which is a child of the first service (both the same

service so they're different services, not the same service).
The data coming in from the other service shouldn't just be
the same exact data (that would be bad) but it should have
data that relates to the data that was used to generate it.
Here's my service (which is in its own module and injected

into the component): @Injectable({ providedIn: 'root' })
export class UsersService { public users = []; loadUsers() {

//Get the data for this item let userRef =
firebase.database().ref('users').child(selectedItem.id); let
getUser = userRef.once('value') .then((snapshot) => {

//Snapshot is the data for this user, that was used to create
this service this.users = snapshot.val(); }); //Run this
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method when a user is created, or possibly removed
getUser.then(() => { //Empty this array so users are loaded

in a fresh state
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Retrospirologia Anuncios Libre en EspaÃ±ol.Q: How to
reduce the size of image that is retrieved with Facebook
Graph API I'm using the Facebook Graph API to retrieve a

list of friends who have Facebook accounts. I can retrieve a
list of images if I request an extended version of the fields
I'm requesting. When I request an image object like this, it
returns a link to the image: When I save that link to a file, it

still is the same size as the image on Facebook. I want to
save the file that is returned, but I don't want it to be that

large. I've tried saving the image when I receive the
response, but when I try to resize it (scale =.5), the quality
of the image goes down. This code gets a response from

the Facebook Graph API: let fb =
OAuth2Manager.sharedInstance().facebook; fetchFriends {

(friends, error) in for friend in friends { let image =
fb.requestUserFriend(friend) let imageUrl =

image.value(forKey: "picture")
self.fbDatabase.append(imageUrl) self.fbDatabase.save() }

} A: You can use the "" url and append the imageUrl to
fbDatabase. 50b96ab0b6
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